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Allen ISD Curriculum Overview 
Core Beliefs About Curriculum 
 

The Allen ISD Learner Services Department believes that equitable educational opportunity for each learner begins with a culture that adopts the following core beliefs         

in regard to curriculum: 

● Based on the Texas Essential Knowledge & Skills (TEKS) and is process driven 

● Designed for mastery of student learning outcomes 

● Developed in collaboration with teachers 

● Aligned horizontally and vertically 

● Communicated in fluid documents, revised regularly, based on performance data 

and stakeholder feedback 

● Accessible to all students and differentiated to address the needs of each learner 

● Provides for rigorous and relevant learning 

● Promotes future ready learning outcomes 

● Supports the Allen ISD Graduate Profile 

● Supported by authentic and ongoing professional learning 

 

       Definition of Curriculum 
 

Curriculum is a plan developed by and for teachers, to use for instruction, based on the academic standards, Texas Essential Knowledge & Skills (TEKS), as   

determined by the State of Texas for each academic content area. The curriculum specifies the content standard (the What) and the performance standard (the Why)  

of the student objectives and should be aligned to both the instruction (the How) and the assessment. 
 

Teacher Role 

Based on a deep understanding of the curriculum, the teacher, in collaboration with the PLC (Professional Learning Community) , is responsible for using the locally   
adopted curriculum to design and deliver effective learning experiences. Characteristics of effective learning experiences: 
 

● Incorporate research based, process driven, instructional strategies 

● Align to the district curriculum 

● Differentiate curriculum and instruction to ensure student success 

● Ensure equal access to the curriculum and equitable delivery to each learner 

● Utilize data and assessments to identify students’ learning strengths and needs 

● Include identified Readiness and Supporting Standards which play a vital role in 

student learning 

 
 

Curriculum Delivery 
 

The curriculum is comprised of both non-negotiable and negotiable components. Non-negotiable components of the curriculum are required to be implemented with fidelity.  
The Allen ISD non-negotiable curriculum 

 Aligns to content and performance levels of the TEKS 

 Includes Content Standards and Process Standards, as well as Clarifiers 

 Follows a designated unit sequence reflecting the order in which content is taught 

 Maintains appropriate pacing within approximately one week of the district pacing calendar 

 Ensures 100% coverage of the curriculum by the end of the course 

 Integrates technology to support content, when applicable 

 Includes additional non-negotiable components specified within particular content area 
 

The Allen ISD curriculum may contain additional negotiable components that have been vetted for alignment and are recommended to be implemented in the design 

and delivery of instruction. 
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§114.39. Level I, Novice Mid to Novice High Proficiency (One Credit), Adopted 2014. 
 

 Introduction 

(1) The study of world languages is an essential part of education. In the 21st century language classroom, students gain an understanding of two basic aspects of human 
existence: the nature of communication and the complexity of culture. Students become aware of multiple perspectives and means of expression, which lead to an 
appreciation of difference and diversity. Further benefits of foreign language study include stronger cognitive development, increased creativity, and divergent thinking. 
Students who effectively communicate in more than one language, with an appropriate understanding of cultural context, are globally literate and possess the attributes 
of successful participants in the world community. 

(2)  Communication is the overarching goal of world language instruction. Students should be provided ample opportunities to engage in conversations, to present 
information to an audience, and to interpret culturally authentic materials in the language of study. The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) 
identifies three modes of communication: interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational. 

(A)  In the interpersonal mode of communication, students engage in direct oral or written communication with others. Examples of this "two-way" communication 
include but are not limited to conversing face to face, participating in digital discussions and messaging, and exchanging personal letters. 
(B)  In the interpretive mode of communication, students demonstrate understanding of spoken and written communication within appropriate cultural contexts. 
Examples of this type of "one-way" reading or listening include but are not limited to comprehension of digital texts as well as print, audio, and audiovisual 
materials. 
(C)  In the presentational mode of communication, students present orally or in writing information, concepts, and ideas to an audience of listeners or readers with 
whom there is no immediate interaction. Examples of this "one-to-many" mode of communication include but are not limited to presenting to a group; creating and 
posting digital content; or writing reports, compositions, or articles for a magazine or newspaper. 
 

(3)  The use of age-level appropriate and culturally authentic resources is imperative to support the teaching of the essential knowledge and skills for languages other than 
English (LOTE). The use of culturally authentic resources in world language study enables students to make connections with other content areas, to compare the language 
and culture studied with their own, and to participate in local and global communities. 
 
(4)  Students recognize the importance of acquiring accuracy of expression by knowing the components of language, including grammar, syntax, register, appropriate 
discourse level, and text type. 
 

(5)  Students in Level I are expected to reach a proficiency level of Novice Mid to Novice High, as defined in the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines 2012 and the ACTFL 
Performance Descriptors for Language Learners. 

(A)  Students at the Novice Mid proficiency level express meaning in highly predictable contexts through the use of memorized and recalled words and phrases. 
They are best able to understand aural cognates, borrowed words, and high-frequency, highly contextualized words and phrases with repetition. Novice Mid 
students may be difficult to understand by the most sympathetic listeners and readers accustomed to dealing with language learners. Novice Mid students are 
inconsistently successful when performing Novice-level tasks. 
(B)  Students at the Novice High proficiency level express meaning in simple, predictable contexts through the use of learned and recombined phrases and short 
sentences. They are best able to understand sentence-length information within highly contextualized situations and sources. Novice High students may generally 
be understood by sympathetic listeners and readers accustomed to dealing with language learners. Novice High students are consistently successful when 
performing Novice-level tasks. Novice High students show evidence of Intermediate Low proficiency but lack consistency. 
(C)  By the end of Level I, students of logographic languages should perform on a Novice Mid proficiency level for reading and writing. In listening and speaking, 
students of logographic languages should perform on a Novice Mid to Novice High proficiency level. 
(D)  Students who have fully or partially acquired the skills required at each proficiency level through home or other immersion experiences are known as heritage 
speakers. Heritage speakers may be allowed to accelerate based on their ability to demonstrate a proficiency in the Texas essential knowledge and skills for LOTE 
across all modes of communication at the prescribed proficiency level. 
 

(6)  Statements containing the word "including" reference content that must be mastered, while those containing the phrase "such as" are intended as possible illustrative 
examples. 
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LOTE Standards Level I—IV  

 

https://www.region10.org/programs/languages-other-than-english-lote/new-teks/standards-levels/standards-levels-i-iv/ 

 

 

LOTE  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Chinese I 
Unit I: Personal Life 
Subtheme: Foundation & Getting Started 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student negotiates meaning 
through the spoken and written 
exchange of information in 
rehearsed and unrehearsed 
situations in a variety of contexts. 
The student uses a mixture of words 
and phrases and some simple 
sentences with appropriate and 
applicable grammar structures and 
processes at the specified 
proficiency levels. The student is 
expected to: 

1 1A 

ask and respond to questions about everyday life in spoken and written conversation; 

● I can greet and leave people in a polite way. 

● I can say hello and goodbye to someone my age or younger and an adult. 

● I can say hello and goodbye to my teacher, professor, or supervisor or someone I don’t 

know. 

● I can ask and answer a variety of simple questions. 

● I can say my name and ask someone’s name. 

● I can ask and say someone’s nationality. 

● I can communicate some basic information about my everyday life. 

● I can exchange some personal information. 

● I can answer questions about something I have learned. 

 

  

1B 

express and exchange personal opinions or preferences in spoken and written conversation; 
● I can express a positive reaction, such as “Great!” 

 

  1C ask and tell others what they need to, should, or must do in spoken and written conversation; 

https://www.region10.org/programs/languages-other-than-english-lote/new-teks/standards-levels/standards-levels-i-iv/
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●  

  
1D 

articulate requests, offer alternatives, or develop simple plans in spoken and written 
conversation 

●  

  

1E 

participate in spoken conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and 
gestures 

● I can introduce myself and others. 

●  I can respond to an introduction. 

●  

  

1F 

participate in written conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and style. 
● I can exchange basic information. 

●  

Interpretive 
communication: 
reading and 
listening. 

The student comprehends 
sentence-length information from 
culturally authentic print, digital, 
audio, and audiovisual materials as 
appropriate within highly 
contextualized situations and 
sources. The student uses the 
interpretive mode in 
communication with appropriate 
and applicable grammatical 
structures and processes at the 
specified proficiency levels. The 
student is expected to: 

 

2A 

demonstrate an understanding of culturally authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual 
materials in everyday contexts; 

● I can occasionally understand isolated words and a few courtesy phrases that I have 

memorized, particularly when accompanied by gestures or pictures. 

● I can understand greetings. 

● I can understand some color words. 

● I can understand when people express thanks. 

● I can understand when people introduce themselves. 

● I can understand when someone asks for a name. 

● I can usually understand simple questions, short simple messages, or statements on 

familiar topics. 

● I can recognize the difference between a question and a statement. 

● I can usually understand questions about how old I am, and where I am from. 

 

●  

   2B identify key words and details from fiction and nonfiction texts and audio and audiovisual 
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materials; 

● I can understand some numbers. 

●  

   

2C 

infer meaning of unfamiliar words or phrases in highly contextualized texts, audio, and 
audiovisual materials; and 

● I can recognize and sometimes understands basic information in words and phrases 

that I have memorized. 

● I can sometimes understand if people are referring to me. 

   

2D 

identify cultural practices from authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual materials 
● I can distinguish a birthday wish from a note expressing thanks. 

 

Presentational 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student presents information 
orally and in writing using a 
mixture of words and phrases and 
some simple sentences with 
appropriate and applicable 
grammar structures and processes 
at the specified proficiency levels. 
The student is expected to: 

 

3A 

state and support an opinion or preference orally and in writing;  

 

   

3B 

describe people, objects, and simple situations orally and in writing using a mixture of words, 
phrases, and simple sentences. 

● I can recite words and phrases that I have learned. 

● I can count from 1-10. 

● I can introduce myself to a group. 

● I can state my name and age.  

● I can give my phone number and email address.  

● I can copy the letters of the alphabet and the characters that I am learning.  

● I can fill out a simple form with some basic personal information. 
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● I can fill out a form with my name, address, phone number, birth date, and nationality.  

● I can complete a simple online form. 

●  

 

Content Vocabulary 

你，您，我 人，小姐，先生，名字，学生，老师 问，叫，请，姓，是 呢，吗 好，贵 

什么 不，也 中国，美国，日本，德国，澳

大利亚，法国，西班牙，加拿

大，英国，韩国，墨西哥，印

度，越南 

北京，纽约，上海 一，二，三，四，五，六，

七，八，九，十------- 

颜色，白色， 红色，绿色，

黑色，蓝色，灰色，黄色，

咖啡色 

    

     

     

     

Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Ex. Interacting with others involves discussing daily life.   

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Chinese Pinyin & Writing System 

● Greetings 

● Numbers 

● Nationalities 

● Colors 
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Resources 

Cultural connections: in China, people greet each other in different ways. 你好！早上好！你吃了吗？---- 

Textbook Alignment 

● CH & T Integrated Chinese 

Formative Assessment 

● The assessment will be conducted throughout the lessons by teacher observations and monitoring through practice, pair share and presentation activities: 

--Interpersonal task: Students greet each other and students greet their teacher.  

--Presentation task: Students respond to greeting and students greet each other in Chinese. 

--Interpretive task: Students can recognize the greeting words in Chinese, and create some situations to practice using the greeting words.  

Summative Assessment 

● Add 

 

LOTE  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Chinese I 
Unit II: Home Life 
Subtheme: Family, Food & Leisure Time 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student negotiates meaning 
through the spoken and written 
exchange of information in 
rehearsed and unrehearsed 
situations in a variety of contexts. 
The student uses a mixture of words 
and phrases and some simple 
sentences with appropriate and 
applicable grammar structures and 

3 1A 

ask and respond to questions about everyday life in spoken and written conversation; 

● I can ask and talk about family members. 

● I can ask and say a home address and e-mail address. 

● I can say the date and the day of the week. 

● I can answer questions about what I’m doing. 

● I can talk about what I eat, learn, and do. 

● I can greet guests when they visit my home. 
● I can offer drinks to my guests. 
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 processes at the specified 
proficiency levels. The student is 
expected to: 

 

1B 

express and exchange personal opinions or preferences in spoken and written conversation; 
● I can say which sports I like and don’t like.  

● I can list my favorite free-time activities and those I don’t like. 

● I can briefly describe a visit to a friend’s place 

● I can name activities and their times in my daily schedule. 

● I can talk about what I do on the weekend. 

 

 

  
1C 

ask and tell others what they need to, should, or must do in spoken and written conversation; 
● I can ask the host/hostess for a beverage as a guest. 

  

1D 

articulate requests, offer alternatives, or develop simple plans in spoken and written 
conversation 

● I can make plans with others. 

● I can accept or reject an invitation to do something or go somewhere. 

● I can invite and make plans with someone to do something or go somewhere. 

● I can exchange information about where to go, such as to the movie theatre, a 

concert, a restaurant or when to meet.  

● I can interact with others in everyday situations. 

● I can order a meal.   

●  

  

1E 

participate in spoken conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and 
gestures 

● I can exchange information using texts, graphs, or pictures. 

● I can ask and respond to simple questions about dates, times, places, and events on 

schedules, posters and tickets.  

● I can communicate basic information about the members of my family.  

● I can say something about the members of my family, such as their ages, professions 
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and hobbies. 

●  I can ask about someone’s family. 

●  

  

1F 

participate in written conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and style. 
● I can communicate basic information about the members of my family.  

● I can write something about the members of my family, such as their ages, professions 

and hobbies. 

●  I can ask about someone’s family. 

●  

Interpretive 
communication: 
reading and 
listening. 

The student comprehends 
sentence-length information from 
culturally authentic print, digital, 
audio, and audiovisual materials as 
appropriate within highly 
contextualized situations and 
sources. The student uses the 
interpretive mode in 
communication with appropriate 
and applicable grammatical 
structures and processes at the 
specified proficiency levels. The 
student is expected to: 

 

2A 

demonstrate an understanding of culturally authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual 
materials in everyday contexts; 

● I can usually understand questions about where I live, what I do in my free time, etc.  

● I can understand simple information in a text message from a friend. 

● I can connect some words, phrases, or characters to their meanings.  

● I can identify some food items. 

●  

   

2B 

identify key words and details from fiction and nonfiction texts and audio and audiovisual 
materials; 

● I can recognize words, phrases, and characters with the help of visuals.  

● I can identify member words on a family tree. 
● I can recognize words, phrases, and characters when I associate them with 
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things I already know.  

● I can check off words or phrases on a to-do list, grocery list, or scavenger hunt 

list. 

● I can understand some food items. 

 

 

 

   

2C 

infer meaning of unfamiliar words or phrases in highly contextualized texts, audio, and 
audiovisual materials; and 

● I can recognize and sometimes understand words and phrases that I have learned for 

specific purposes.  

●  
   

2D 

identify cultural practices from authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual materials 
● I can identify information from a movie brochure or poster. 

●  

●  

 

Presentational 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student presents information 
orally and in writing using a 
mixture of words and phrases and 
some simple sentences with 
appropriate and applicable 
grammar structures and processes 
at the specified proficiency levels. 
The student is expected to: 

 

3A 

state and support an opinion or preference orally and in writing; and 

● I can express my likes and dislikes using words, phrases, and memorized expressions.  

● I can list my favorite free time activities and those I don’t like. 

● I can state my favorite foods and drinks and those I don’t like. 

● I can say what I am like and what someone is like. 

● I can list my likes and dislikes such as favorite subjects, sports, or free-time activities. 

● I can write about a website, a field trip, or activity that I participated in. 
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3B 

Describe people, objects, and simple situations orally and in writing using a mixture of words, 
phrases, and simple sentences. 

● I can list my family members, their ages, their relationship to me, and what they like to 

do. 

● I can give my home address.  

● I can state where I live.  

● I can write something I hear or have heard such as simple information in a phone 

message or a classroom activity. 

● I can tell about a familiar experience or event using phrases and simple sentences.  

● I can present information about something I learned in a class or at work.  

● I can list my daily activities and write lists that help me in my day-to-day life.  

● I can list the months and seasons. 

● I can list items I see every day.  

● I can present basic information about things I have learned using phrases and simple 

sentences.  

● I can write basic information about things I have learned.   

● I can write about a topic from a lesson using pictures or photos. 

 

Content Vocabulary 

Add voc     

那，这，的，照片，爸爸，妈

妈，个，女，孩子，谁，她，

姐姐，妹妹，哥哥，弟弟，女

儿，儿子，她，他，男，没 

家，几，两，口，和，做，工作，

律师，英文，都，大学生，大学，

医生，商人，军人，教授，经理，

工人，工程师，农民，护士 

一月，二月，三月，四月，五

月，六月，七月，八月，九月

，十月，十一月，十二月 

星期一，星期二，星期三，星

期四，星期五，星期六，星期

日／星期天 

生日，今年，多大，岁，吃

，饭，怎么样，太----了，谢

谢，喜欢，菜，还是，可是

，我们，点，半，晚上，见

，再见 

周末，打球，看电视，唱歌，

跳舞，听音乐，书，对，有的

小，好久，不错，想，觉得，有意

思，只，睡觉，算了，找，别人，

现在，刻，事儿，今天，很忙

，明天，晚饭，为什么，为，
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，时候，电影，常常，去，外

国，请客，昨天，所以 

别的 因为，还，同学，认识，朋友 

     

     

     

Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Ex. Interacting with others involves discussing daily life.   

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Discuss and insert  

Resources 

● Add smartboard and additional resources 

Textbook Alignment 

● IC 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Add 
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LOTE  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
Chinese I 
Unit III: Community 
Subtheme: My Home Town and School 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student negotiates meaning 
through the spoken and written 
exchange of information in 
rehearsed and unrehearsed 
situations in a variety of contexts. 
The student uses a mixture of words 
and phrases and some simple 
sentences with appropriate and 
applicable grammar structures and 
processes at the specified 
proficiency levels. The student is 
expected to: 

2 1A 

ask and respond to questions about everyday life in spoken and written conversation; 
● I can talk place I know. 
● I can give times, dates, and weather information.   

● I can ask about and identify important information about the weather using a 

map. 

● I can tell someone the time and location of a community event. 
● I can ask and respond to simple questions about dates, times, place, and 

events on schedule, posters and tickets.  
● I can ask who, when, where, when questions. 
● I can respond to who, what, when, where questions. 
● I can tell someone something is located. 
● I can ask for and give simple directions. 

● I can tell someone how to get from one place to another, such as go straight, 

turn left, or turn right.  

●  

  

1B 

express and exchange personal opinions or preferences in spoken and written conversation; 
● I can briefly describe my home town and the surrounding area.  
●  
 

  
1C 

ask and tell others what they need to, should, or must do in spoken and written conversation; 
●  

  
1D 

articulate requests, offer alternatives, or develop simple plans in spoken and written 
conversation 
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● I can say whom I am going to see.  
●  

  

1E 

participate in spoken conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and 
gestures 

● I can say where I went. 
●  

  
1F 

Participate in written conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and style. 
● I can write something about my home town. 
●  

Interpretive 
communication: 
reading and 
listening. 

The student comprehends 
sentence-length information from 
culturally authentic print, digital, 
audio, and audiovisual materials as 
appropriate within highly 
contextualized situations and 
sources. The student uses the 
interpretive mode in 
communication with appropriate 
and applicable grammatical 
structures and processes at the 
specified proficiency levels. The 
student is expected to: 

 

2A 

demonstrate an understanding of culturally authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual 
materials in everyday contexts; 

● I can choose a restaurant from an online list of local eateries. 
● I can identify scores from sports teams because I recognize team names and 

logos. 
● I can recognize some common weather expressions. 

● I can understand simple everyday notices in public places on topics that are 
familiar to me. 

● I can identify the names of classes and instructors in a school schedule.  
● I can locate notice on where to park. 
● I can understand notices that tell of street or metro closings. 
● I can understand a stores’ hour of operation. 
●  

   

2B 

identify key words and details from fiction and nonfiction texts and audio and audiovisual 
materials; 

● I can recognize entrance and exit signs. 
 

 

   

2C 

infer meaning of unfamiliar words or phrases in highly contextualized texts, audio, and 
audiovisual materials; and 

● I can understand days of the week and the hour. 
● I can recognize when I hear a date. 
● I can recognize some common weather expressions. 
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● I can locate places on my cities. 
●  

   
2D 

identify cultural practices from authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual materials 
●  

 

Presentational 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student presents information 
orally and in writing using a 
mixture of words and phrases and 
some simple sentences with 
appropriate and applicable 
grammar structures and processes 
at the specified proficiency levels. 
The student is expected to: 

 

3A 

state and support an opinion or preference orally and in writing; and 

● I can write about a website, a field trip, or activity that I participated in. 

●  

 

   

3B 

Describe people, objects, and simple situations orally and in writing using a mixture of words, 
phrases, and simple sentences. 

● I can say someone looks like. 
● I can talk about my house and my school. 
● I can present basic information about my community, town/city, state, or country. 
● I can List my class and tell what time they start and end. 
● I can write simple statement about where I live. 
● I can copy a simple phrase like “Happy Birthday,” “Happy Holidays,” etc. 
● I can describe my family, friends, my school, and where I work and what I do. 
●  I can give simple directions to a nearby location or to an online resource. 
● I can present information about something I learned in the community.  
● I can write about something I learned online, in al class, at work, or in the community. 

● I can write something I hear or have heard such as simple information in a phone 
message or a classroom activity. 

● I can tell about a familiar experience or event using phrases and simple sentences.  
● I can present information about something I learned in a class or at work.  

●  
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Content Vocabulary 

Add voc     

呀，进，快，进来，介绍，一

下，高兴，漂亮，坐，在，哪

儿，学校，喝，点（儿），茶

，咖啡，吧，要，瓶，可乐，

可以，对不起，给，杯，水 

-----    

     

     

     

     

Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

 

Ex. Interacting with others involves discussing daily life.   

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Discuss and insert  

Resources 

● Add smartboard and additional resources 

Textbook Alignment 

●  IC 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Add 

 

 

LOTE  Time Allotted:     20   Days    
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Chinese I 
Unit IV: Transportation &  Shopping  
Subtheme: Transportation and Shopping 

 

Strand TEKS Statement 

U
n
i
t 

TEKS 

Student Expectation/District Clarification 

Interpersonal 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student negotiates meaning 
through the spoken and written 
exchange of information in 
rehearsed and unrehearsed 
situations in a variety of contexts. 
The student uses a mixture of words 
and phrases and some simple 
sentences with appropriate and 
applicable grammar structures and 
processes at the specified 
proficiency levels. The student is 
expected to: 

4 1A 

ask and respond to questions about everyday life in spoken and written conversation; 

● I can ask and understand how much something costs. 

● I can make a purchase. 

● I can answer a variety of simple questions.  

● I can answer questions about something I have learned. 

● I can talk about clothing and shoe sizes. 

● I can count money and determine proper change. 

  

1B 

express and exchange personal opinions or preferences in spoken and written conversation; 
● I can name my favorite color and other common colors. 

● I can return or exchange items at a store. 

● I can discuss the most /least convenient way to get to a destination. 

  

1C 

ask and tell others what they need to, should, or must do in spoken and written conversation; 
● I can tell others how to navigate public transit 

● I can tell others how to transfer from one subway or bus to another  

●  

  

1D 

articulate requests, offer alternatives, or develop simple plans in spoken and written 
conversation 

● I can ask some simple questions.  

● I can ask questions about something I am learning. 

  
1E 

participate in spoken conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and 
gestures 
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●  

  
1F 

participate in written conversation using culturally appropriate expressions, register, and style. 
●  

Interpretive 
communication: 
reading and 
listening. 

The student comprehends 
sentence-length information from 
culturally authentic print, digital, 
audio, and audiovisual materials as 
appropriate within highly 
contextualized situations and 
sources. The student uses the 
interpretive mode in 
communication with appropriate 
and applicable grammatical 
structures and processes at the 
specified proficiency levels. The 
student is expected to: 

 

2A 

demonstrate an understanding of culturally authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual 
materials in everyday contexts; 

● I can connect some words, phrases, or characters to their meanings.  

● I can recognize some cities on a map. 

● I can understand a simple public transportation schedule. 

● I can sometimes understand short, simple descriptions with the help of pictures or 

graphs. 

● I can understand website descriptions of clothing items and make an appropriate 

purchase.  

   

2B 

identify key words and details from fiction and nonfiction texts and audio and audiovisual 
materials; 

● I can recognize a few characters.  

● I can match a character or word in a headline to a supporting visual. 

● I can recognize and sometimes understand words and phrases that I have learned for 

specific purposes.  

● I can recognize words, phrases, and characters with the help of visuals.  

● I can sometimes understand the main idea of published materials.  

● I can locate places on city maps. 

●  
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2C 

infer meaning of unfamiliar words or phrases in highly contextualized texts, audio, and 
audiovisual materials; and 

● I can recognize a few characters.  

● I can match a character or word in a headline to a supporting visual. 

● I can recognize words, phrases, and characters with the help of visuals.  

● I can sometimes understand the main idea of published materials.  

● I can identify destinations and major attractions on a travel brochure. 

● I can locate places on city maps. 

● I can sometimes understand a simple transaction between a customer and a sales 

clerk. 

   

2D 

identify cultural practices from authentic print, digital, audio, and audiovisual materials 
● I can recognize words, phrases, and characters when I associate them with things I 

already know.  

● I can usually understand short simple messages on familiar topics.  

● I can understand basic familiar information from an ad. 

● I can sometimes identify the purpose of a brochure. 

●  

Presentational 
communication: 
speaking and 
writing 

The student presents information 
orally and in writing using a 
mixture of words and phrases and 
some simple sentences with 
appropriate and applicable 
grammar structures and processes 
at the specified proficiency levels. 
The student is expected to: 

 

3A 

state and support an opinion or preference orally and in writing; and 

● I can talk present basic information about a familiar person, place, or thing using 

phrases and simple sentences  

●  

 

   

3B 

describe people, objects, and simple situations orally and in writing using a mixture of words, 
phrases, and simple sentences. 

● I can talk about common means of transportation. 

● I can label familiar people, places, and objects in pictures and posters.  
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● I can label famous landmarks and people. 

● I can write the names of countries on a map. 

● I can present simple information about something I learned using words, phrases, 

and memorized expressions.   

● I can talk about holiday celebrations based on pictures or photos. 

● I can name the main cities on map. 

● I can write notes about something I have learned using lists, phrases, and memorized 

expressions.  

● I can list the main cities of a specific country. 

● I can write the phrases and memorized expressions connected with holiday wishes and 

celebrations in a specific country.   

● I can talk present basic information about a familiar person, place, or thing using 

phrases and simple sentences. 

● I can describe a landmark, vacation location, or a place I visit. 

● I can talk about a famous person from history. 

● I can present basic information about things I have learned using phrases and simple 

sentences.  

● I can present a topic from a lesson based on pictures or photos. 

● I can describe a simple process like a science experiment. 

● I can write basic information about things I have learned.  

● I can write about a topic from a lesson using pictures or photos. 

● I can write up a simple process like a science experiment. 

● I can write a shopping list. 

●  

 

Content Vocabulary 

Add voc     
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Enduring Understandings/Essential Questions 

Ex. Interacting with others involves discussing daily life.   

 

 

 

 

 

Signature Lessons 

● Discuss and insert  

Resources 

● Add smartboard and additional resources 

Textbook Alignment 

●  IC 

Formative Assessment 

● Add 

Summative Assessment 

● Add 

 


